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VASHON PARK DISTRICT (VPD) BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 

MEETING MINUTES 
Teleconference, 7:00 pm 

DATE: Tuesday, August 10, 2021  

 

Commissioners attending: Hans Van Dusen, Bob McMahon, Doug Ostrom, Josh Henderson, Abby Antonelis 

Staff attending: Elaine Ott-Rocheford 

 

ISSUE DISCUSSION AND OUTCOME FOLLOW UP 

Call To Order – 
Review Agenda 

Hans called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. and reviewed the agenda.  

Public Comment None  

7.27.21 Minutes; 
7.23.21 – 8.5.21 
Preliminary 
Vouchers 

Abby: Move to approve. 
Doug: Second 
Pass 4 – 0  

Motion to 
approve the 
7.27.21 
Minutes; 
7.23.21 – 8.5.21 
Preliminary 
Vouchers Pass 
4-0 

Board Votes Board Votes: 
1) Bob: I move to declare the properties surplussed.  
Josh: Second. 
2) Bob: Motion to add the conditions that we 1) keep the properties in public ownership; 2) keeping or improving 

upon the public’s access to the properties (the tideland is kinda weird); and 3) keeping or improving upon the 
natural habitat of the properties.  

Josh: Second. 
Elaine: I forwarded to you Greg Rabourn’s response to the conditions motion. 
Doug: I don’t know what we’re voting on. We have discussed the tideland, Hitchings, and Manzanita. But there is also 
Spring Beach, Lost Lake, and Mileta in the discussion. Are we voting on all six? Or just three? 
Elaine: You are addressing the KC offers, so just Tideland, Hitchings, and Manzanita.  
Doug: It appears that KC doesn’t really want these. If somebody else comes along and offers more, what do we do? 
Elaine: So you’re suggesting we put them on the open market? 
Doug: That is my preference. 
Hans: The motion does not specify how we will dispose of them. Do we need to amend the motion? Do we have a 
specific intent about whom we are selling them to? Or have that as a separate motion? 
Bob: I thought declaring them surplus is separate from the sale.  
Elaine: The Spring Beach, Lost Lake, and Mileta properties will be another process. But the handshake understanding 
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is they will take all the properties in the end. That was what we proposed to them in the beginning. The large 
properties do not need to be declared surplus at this time.  
Doug: If we do not surplus all the larger properties, then we are violating the handshake agreement.  
Bob: And when it comes time to surplus the larger properties, it is a no cash deal? 
Elaine: Correct, but it is much more complicated, since we need permissions from the state and Land Trust. KC’s 
attorneys will manage all that.  
Bob: How should we amend the motion to make it clear?  
Elaine: Move to declare Manzanita, Hitchings, and the tideland properties surplussed, and we accept the KC offers.  
Doug: I don’t think the offers should be part of the motion. If somebody gives us a better offer, we should take it. 
Bob: We have a handshake agreement with KC. We should honor that. Nobody is ever going to buy those properties. 
We have opinions on this. We should move along with this. I thought you were for this at one point. 
Doug: My position is that market prices mean something. Before, we did not have an objective appraiser look at 
these properties. KC did that, and they determined what they are worth. We should expect that, if the appraisal is 
accurate, that is what we should get if we put them on the market. We have never put them on the market. We 
don’t have a contrary opinion.  
Josh: The County is offering us the appraised value. 
Doug: They are offering us market value, no more, no less.  
Abby: He said he would be open to a counter offer. What would be the amount you would be satisfied with? 
Doug: It might be KC is offering the best price, but we don’t know. When we sold the tide property in Quartermaster, 
it sold for 4 times over the appraised. These things are uncertain. It could be less, it could be more. KC is obligated to 
pay us the appraised price and unable to pay us more than that. If we are talking about selling them, we should 
consider all the offers. Manzanita are not park properties. Why should we wed them as public properties to KC?  
Hans: My sense is that the narrative they don’t want them is overblown. Also, that we proposed this deal. Did Tom 
Dean put this together? The five of us didn’t propose this deal. 
Elaine: Tom Dean was part of it. This might have been before your time, Hans. KC and Tom Dean proposed it, but the 
Board agreed to the package years ago.  
Hans: They proposed it to us, and we agreed to it. We did not propose it to them. 
Elaine: But the overriding thing was we wanted money to build our capital funds, because we knew we weren’t going 
to have capital funds. This package was one way to do it. It was a creative exchange that kept the properties public, 
which was also an overriding objective for the Board. I am quite surprised we are talking about selling them on the 
market, because when this came about, the Board was hugely concerned about those optics.  
Hans: I still have that perspective. I just want to keep the story straight. The Hitchings property was donated to the 
Trust for Public Land. Selling would be a violation of that gift. I do not support that. My perspective on the three is 
that the County is interested in this part of the package. They did not want the Ridge Road property. These may not 
be preferred, but it’s not like they don’t want it. Hitchings is a salmon habitat property. It makes sense for them to 
acquire it. We are on a tight budget; we have capital maintenance we need to address; and it makes sense that we 
transfer to another public agency. 
Doug: Hitchings is different. It feels like a natural park property, whether we own it or KC. The others are not. I don’t 
remember advocating that we keep the others public. I don’t feel that way now. The tideland is most attractive to 
the adjacent property owner. Why would KC want it? You would think they would want Ridge Road, because it’s next 
to KC property. It seems random what they are saying they want. I would like to see Hitchings separated from these 
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others, because they are different. 
Josh: So you would support selling the tidelands and Manzanita properties? 
Doug: Yes. Preferably on the open market. I think we might get a better price. We would be implying no commitment 
to KC, which might compromise our relationship with KC if we sold them those properties then said we weren’t 
interested in giving them Spring Beach. It would be better in many ways if we sold them on the open market.  
Bob: Who is going to manage doing that? 
Doug: That’s what real estate agents are for. I spoke to Emma Amiad, and she thought they would be unmarketable, 
since the survey requirements would be too great. But she did say one Manzanita property was valuable.  
Hans: So we might have consensus on surplussing the properties. The question to whom and how. 
Bob: If we pull Hitchings out, it changes the deal with the County. I don’t know how we make that work. We’re going 
backwards.  
Doug: If they are really sincere about not wanting these properties, which is what they told us, and we say we’re not 
going to make you buy Hitchings, they should be happy.  
Hans: My challenge is saying just a motion to surplus those three property sets when we don’t specify Hitchings to an 
unknown destination that wasn’t intended by the Hitchings family.  
Doug: My preference is Hitchings stays with VPD, but I’m okay with selling it to KC. But I don’t want to be tied to 
selling the other properties to KC.  
Hans: Spring Beach, Lost Lake, and Mileta need to stay in public stewardship for natural habitat and the best 
recreational opportunities. They gave them to us. They are in the best position to steward it. It is interesting that in 
1995 they gave them to us. We need to have a discussion with them about their ability to make the improvements. I 
would pursue it as a partnership rather than an issue of faith. That’s how I want to pursue that particular piece – 
more clarity about how that is a successful path.  
Bob: The problem is that whoever owns it, VPD isn’t going to be able to spend any money on it.  
Hans: That’s the position they were in when they gave it to us. I would feel better if I had some certainty about their 
ability to improve or maintain it. But your intuition is right about them having better resources.  
Doug: I would be comfortable with first just surplussing the Manzanita, Hitchings, and tideland properties, stipulating 
that Hitchings remains public without obligating how we do it. I don’t want the others to remain public.  
Hans: What I am hearing is Doug wants Manzanita and the tideland to go on the open market, and King County could 
very well be the highest offer. He doesn’t rule out KC; he just wants it open to other buyers. 
Bob: Does that blow the deal with the County if we do that? 
Elaine: I don’t know. If we’re going to put them on the open market, I don’t know that they would participate.  
Doug: If I’m understanding this correctly, they should be relieved. 
Elaine: I think they would be annoyed, to be honest. They went to the cost and trouble to get them appraised. They 
got grant money. I don’t know what would happen to the grant money if it wasn’t used.  
Bob: They are never going to sell on the open market. Even if a couple do, it’s a lot of effort on somebody’s part. 
Doug: Remember that one Burton tideland property. We got a lot more than we thought we would. The point is, you 
never know. The best guess is what the appraiser says, and we have that now.  
Elaine: That property came up, because a guy wanted to buy it. We put it on the open market, so everyone had a 
chance. Remember, conversely, we also had that property on 103rd that appraised for $45k and sold for $12. It was 
on the market for over a month, and we had zero other activity.  
Hans: Surplussing the property is a 5-0 decision. We can vote on an amended motion that declares the properties 
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surplussed with the caveat that Hitchings is surplussed to an appropriate public entity. Then we would have to take 
up how to surplus them, specifically if we put the other two on the market. 
Abby: If we choose to sell these on the open market, is that a 5-0 decision? Or does that only pertain to surplussing? 
Elaine: I don’t know that level of in the weeds. I know the surplus vote must be 5-0.  
Bob: If we write it the way Hans is suggesting, and it comes time for the next transaction to take place and nobody 
makes an offer on these properties, what do we do? 
Doug: Would the county be obligated to buy them from us when they just learned from the market that nobody is 
interested in them?  
Bob: We now have an opportunity to get money to deal with infrastructure issues. It seems to me we ought to take 
it. 
Doug: But lurking in the background is the implicit handshake deal with the larger properties. The more we go down 
that road of selling these properties to the County, the more that handshake comes about. We have to ask whether 
or not the County is giving us a good deal. 
Hans: We need to know if how we dispose of surplussed property requires a 5-0 vote. I would suggest we vote on the 
motion.  
Bob: I move we amend the original motion to: Surplus the Manzanita, tideland, and Hitchings properties, and 
Hitchings must go to an appropriate public steward.  
Josh: Second. 
Pass 5-0. 
Hans: Next meeting we will take up how we decide to surplus them, and Elaine will find out if that requires a 5-0 
vote. 
Bob: To be clear, we will discuss whether or not we accept the offers. And it will not include Spring Beach, Lost Lake, 
and Mileta. 
Bob: I move that we accept the County’s offers as proposed to us for Manzanita, tideland, and Hitchings 
properties. 
Josh: Second.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
Action Item 
 
Motion to 
Surplus the 
Manzanita, 
tideland, and 
Hitchings 
properties, and 
Hitchings must 
go to an 
appropriate 
public steward.  
Pass 5-0 
 
Motion to 
accept the 
County’s offers 
as proposed to 
us for 
Manzanita, 
tideland, and 
Hitchings 
properties. 

COVID Elaine:  This is an update based on the Delta Variant that has hit Vashon with a pretty major upswing. 
Skate Camp – cancelled Friday due to a child exhibiting cold-like symptoms early last week and testing positive for 
COVID. We reached out to Vashon Be Prepared for the latest COVID guidance on our activities due to the high 
upswing on Vashon of the Delta Variant. They hooked us up with the Vashon Medical Reserve Corp, so we have 
implemented the following, and this is for all – even vaccinated: 
BARC Camps – cancelled and all exposed kids on 14 day quarantine. Eric is on quarantine although has tested twice – 
is negative. We feel okay with him coming back to work tomorrow, all masked. 
Sailing Camp – masks required when onshore. 
Concerts in the Park – masks, distancing, and no mingling highly recommended. They do not suggest mandates. We 
are promoting this on social media and will announce at the start of each concert. 
Sport Groups – I reached out to all the sport group leadership. Mask when not in play. Most transmission happens in 
socialization, so masking when coming and going and not on the field. 
Indoor activities (Ober Performance Room) – Required to mask and distance. 
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Pool – They have been good about this throughout -- mask indoors and when not in the pool. 
Doug: I was at the last Concerts in the Park. If there was any mask suggestion, it was not evident. Maybe 1 in 15. 
People were mingling, dancing. Was that before this happened? If they were told before, they were not adhering to 
it. 
Elaine: They were not told before. The BARC camp issue happened last Monday. All the conversations with MRC 
ramped up on Friday. We discussed the BARC situation initially. All the rest mostly occurred mostly over the 
weekend. We had not had any guidance from them yet for Concerts in the Park. We have started the social media 
promotion already and will announce before the concerts going forward.  
Doug: It seems like a particularly risky activity. It’s an important place to look carefully at what is being done. 
Abby: I wrote an email to Elaine and Eric, but I appreciate the cancelling of the camps. It probably wasn’t an easy 
situation. We had a breakthrough case in my house – my daughter got it. It is probably more prevalent than MRC is 
letting on. We need to be as pro-active as possible, especially with kids starting school soon. I am grateful for your 
decision.  

Tramp Harbor Dock  Elaine: The RFQ is out for the surveyor. I got some guidance from DNR about what they are expecting. I also added 
the things we want, like the -18 marker. The RFQs are due end of August, so hopefully we will get this done in 
September. 
I was also tasked with looking at costs. This was not an easy thing to do. I got in touch with the engineering 
consultants who did the dock analysis. The four cost scenarios you asked me to look at:  
1) Tear it down and walk away. 
2) Tear off platform and outer 50 feet; fix the first 180 feet (our tidelands); latter 110 feet pile wrap or concrete 

pilings + metal grating per DNR requirements. 
3) Same as #2 but put a T on the end.  
4) Rebuild the whole thing – pile wrap or concrete pilings + metal grating. 
The engineer told me the general rule of thumb: 
$250 - $300 per square foot if fully replacing or fixing as is. 
10% Engineering and permitting 
5% construction 
35% contingency 
8.7% sales tax 
Straight demo - $25 per square foot of the planned area; includes extracting piling or cutting off at the mudline, 
which is becoming more typical with DNR project. 
This is total shoot-from-the-hip estimation, but I think it gives us a good sense for what we are looking at. Without 
getting into all the detail, I came up with the following.  
Dock is 340 feet in length, 11.5 feet of walkway, 2145 square foot platform. 
1) Tear it down and walk away. This goes to your straight demo cost, although I did add in 5% construction, 35% 

contingency, and sales tax = $233,242. This is consistent with what DNR told us to expect -- $1/4 mil on a tear 
down. 

2) Tear off platform and outer 50 feet; fix the first 180 feet; latter 110 feet pile wrap or concrete pilings + metal 
grating. He said there is little benefit to retaining what we have, because it must be brought up to code. This is 
more complicated. The pile wrap cost estimate is about 6 years old; I am assuming it will be higher. Also, the 
technology they are recommending is more robust now. Pile Wrap = $1,974,564. Concrete = $1,932,346. So, 
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engineering costs @ $200k on top of both, keeping in mind engineering costs generally are not covered in a 
grant. That said, RCO does allow in some circumstances. I think it is safe to assume that will be on us.  

3) Same as #2 but put a T on the end (floating? Did not add new pilings). I assumed the same square footage as is 
on the platform now, which obviously can be reconfigured. $2,618,064, Engineering costs: $260k. 

4) Rebuild the whole thing – pile wrap or concrete pilings + metal grating. Assumes 340 feet. Divide to get length of 
dock desired. Pile Wrap - $2,793,512; concrete = $2,683,189. Engineering costs: $270k 

I did quite a bit of cost analysis on this in 2015. I met with some construction people and spoke with other agencies 
who have done pier replacements – Metro Parks Tacoma and Port of Bremerton. I feel like what is presented here is 
close to what they were saying in 2015. None of this surprises me. 
Hans: And the metal grating is a decking requirement of DNR that applies if we are within the DNR lease, or the 
geoduck tract? 
Elaine: Both – anything having to do with DNR. It is a lease requirement. And the creosote remediation on the pilings. 
Hans: So the pile wrapping has changed. How is the new technology different? 
Elaine: It is pile wrapping, but it is a more robust technology. It’s like a sleeve that is filled with resin. 
Hans: It’s not cheaper but passes muster with DNR. We spent a lot of energy on pile wrapping, because we thought it 
would save a lot of money over concrete. It appears to be close to concrete. 
Elaine: This just gives us a sense, which was the point to the exercise. When we really get into it, an engineer will get 
the costs closer to reality. Pile wrapping is still worth considering.  
Hans: I had in my mind that our pier replacement was close to $2 million for concrete but quite a bit cheaper with 
pile wrapping.  
Elaine: The engineer said there is little benefit to retaining what we have, because it has to be brought up to code. So 
I did not consider just leaving the first 180 feet as is and fixing it.  
Doug: I can see where code might include installing better railings. I was there with my grandchild, hoping he would 
not fall in.  
Josh: Do we have any idea what the alternative material to steel decking might cost? I imagine that is more 
expensive. 
Elaine: It’s a wide range. The metal grating ranges from $162 - $700. I just went with $300 based on the high side of 
what the engineer said. When he said assume $250 - $300 on any material you’re using, I figured $300 on the high 
side.  
Hans: Your sense is metal grating is required per the DNR lease. But not on the 180 feet prior. 
Abby: Since we now own the Lisabeula piece, if we’re talking about tearing down Tramp Harbor Dock, would that be 
a consideration? I can’t see raising $3 million to do THD. We might not have the stipulations the state requires. 
Elaine: I thought there were DNR tidelands out there, too.  
Josh: Lisabeula doesn’t have the parking capacity, does it? 
Abby: It’s better than THD. 
Elaine: I think people would love it. People fish at Lisabeula a lot.  
Hans: The replacement dock will be a lesser dock – it will be shorter. Is an 80% dock worth it, and what is it worth? I 
thought we would have the $2 million option and the $1 million option. I thought we would be able to repair the part 
on our property, but it sounds like the engineers don’t think that. We should have the conversation with the 
stakeholders. I expect it’s a decision about how much engineering work we want to pay for. Our next step is not 
going after $2 million. It’s about how serious we are about getting cost estimates that would support fundraising and 
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state contribution.  
Doug: It sounds as if, no matter what, we’re going to have to fundraise. Even if we tear the dock down, it’s $1/4 
million we don’t have. A bond issue could be considered. We should do some thinking up front about what these 
cost estimates imply in terms of fundraising. Some things can be done with fundraising, a grant. If we have to do a 
bond issue, regardless, that changes the equation.  
Hans: I imagine there have been zero docks torn down on a bond measure. My intuition is most docks have been 
torn down based on some additional public funding. There is no targeted funding for tearing down docks right now. I 
suppose if that’s where we are, the state, county, or tribes could help support that. The question is how do we want 
to move forward on pursuing money – VPD money, fundraising, and other jurisdiction money.  
Elaine: The one cost estimate you didn’t ask for but is prudent to consider is just cutting it off at 180 feet and calling 
it good. We wouldn’t have a lease. We could fix the dock based on that. We would have demo of the latter 160 feet. 
We don’t have to do anything on the first 180 feet – no pile wrap, no metal grating. According to the engineer on the 
initial estimate in 2015, the total dock cost was $300k. I would guess we would be well under $1 million. I bet it 
would be in the neighborhood of $600k. 
Hans: That’s what I was curious about.  
Josh: That’s what I was wondering about as the alternative to metal grating. What is the cheaper option if we don’t 
want to mess with the DNR section?  
Elaine: There is no alternative when messing with DNR. But if they are not in the mix, just leave the dock as is. 
Replace or fix the compromised pilings. Shore it up – get it done right. Maybe do some fundraising to make it more 
useable.  
Hans: Is there a hybrid to do that at 180 feet, then pile wrap and metal grate the latter 60 – 80 feet – whatever that 
length is?  
Elaine: Now we are talking about option two. Get anything into DNR land, and the costs go up quickly.  
Hans: I like clarifying the low cost option of just our land. But can we do that plus, on the remaining DNR land, you 
put concrete posts and metal grating there. Not 200 feet of that – just 80 feet of that.  
Elaine: On option 2, we were adding 50 feet into DNR.  
Hans: So the $1.4 million is just for the extension into DNR. It’s not that different from replacing the whole thing.  
Elaine: So you have the demolition of the outer part. You’re fixing the first 180 feet, and that was $621,000, based on 
the costs the engineer gave me. The additional costs come from the pile wrapping or concrete and the grating. 
Josh: Before we meet with the stakeholders, it would be good to have these options in writing. And add just the 180 
feet piece.  
Elaine: Now, when I said the first 180 feet would be $621,000, that does not include the construction, contingency, 
and sales tax costs. That adds an additional 48%.  
Hans: Just for a repair? 
Elaine: As I understand it – just for a repair.  
Abby: For what it’s worth, I just looked up the KC Parcel Viewer at the Lisabeula Tideland property – it’s 680 feet. We 
could build a dock out that length. 
Hans: You must need a permit to build a new dock. 
Doug: And the Coast Guard would get involved. 
Abby: It doesn’t appear to have odd restrictions. It might be worth considering.  
Elaine: That deal isn’t complete yet, btw, because our attorney needs to fix something he got wrong in the original 
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paperwork. 
Doug: THD is not there, because it was a great location for a park. It’s there because of the Standard Oil needs. We 
might consider a more ideal location. 
Hans: I like Abby’s proposal. As Josh said, send the cost breakdown, so you can prepare to meet with the users.  

 
 
 
Action Item 

Ivy Remediation Elaine: Back when Karen had Wingehaven evaluated, they discussed the process and selected X number of trees and 
estimated a cost of $30k. There was no report, I don’t know which trees. Upon doing more research into this, it 
appears most agencies hire a contractor for annual maintenance – not just a one time shot. Think about it – remove 
ivy from X number of trees, and it grows right back again, although takes years to become another problem.  We 
can’t do the entire park – too expensive. Recommend doing in sections and having this be an annual thing. Plan for 
an annual contract? I just don’t think this is a one time shot project. We won’t get a whole lot done by selecting just a 
few trees for $30k. The whole park is a mess. Should we expand our thoughts about this as an on-going deal? 
Doug: I recall Karen advocated for using Roundup. It might be longer lasting, but it is being taken off the market due 
to environmental concerns. I don’t know that it’s still an option. I thought that if you do a careful job of ivy 
remediation – whether using chemicals or not – it’s not an annual thing. It will grow back eventually, but we should 
get a few good years out of it. I think the contract would be doing it this year, then deal with the future as needed. 
Elaine: So approach this as, for $30k, we see what bang for the buck we get? And talk about what the different 
options are for remediation. And how much coverage they can do. Then see what happens in the next year. 
Josh: How much would an annual contract cost us? It doesn’t make sense to spend $30k if the ivy is going to grow 
back.  
Abby: When Karen did this, she said they come in one time, pull all the ivy off the trees, then they paint the roots 
with poison. It does remediate the ivy in a way I think would be worthwhile. It would not be blowing $30k. It would 
be saving all those trees. I would like to see a report. 
Hans: Non action is not preferable. It will continue to grow. I am no expert, so the idea of getting an ivy mitigation 
plan for Wingehaven and Burton is great. Then going after the priorities is good, whether that’s just the big trees, or 
all the ivy above ground, what we can afford, etc. There must be someone who can advise us on the priorities in 
those two parks. My intuition is it will be money well spent. A plan would help inform us. If all we can afford is $30k 
this year, that’s fine, if it’s just for the strategy or the removal. The options would be helpful, from somebody who 
knows about it. We can do some with volunteer work, too, if we identify the priorities. There is a pretty good group 
for Burton, but we can also tap the Boy Scouts. 
Doug: The problem is not limited to just those two parks. 
Elaine: We talked about just limiting it to those two parks for starters. 
Hans: It’s good to limit it to those two parks for now, since that is what is listed in the Strategic Plan. We’ll learn 
about priority efforts that are transferable. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Action Item 

Staff Reports 
 

Pool Hours 

Elaine:  At the last meeting I was tasked with working with Randy to either increase lap swim hours with the 

goal of going back to 2-person per lane lap swim on the reservation system or stop the reservation system 

and go back to drop in. The reservation system was already up to 12 swimmers for last week, so Randy was 

not able to implement additional lap swim hours at that time. Starting August 16, the Seals Swim Team is 

done for the summer season, so he will add 2 additional hours of early morning lap swim M/W/F. 

Unfortunately, it also coincides with losing half the lifeguards to college and vacations, so he simultaneously 
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must reduce one session. That will go for two weeks. Then he will have to cut back again due to losing more 

staff to school. Staffing has always been the biggest challenge at the pool. He very much understands the 

demand and is pretty stressed about attempting to meet the demand. I asked him to gather data about lap 

swim use. Keep in mind that 12 users is two per lane: 

July 12 – 31 – average lap swimmers attending each of the four sessions: 12, 10, 8, 10 

Aug 1-9 -- 13,12,9,12 
He feels that over-crowding is not an issue except for a small subsection of the users. At that, he is 

attempting to implement the two per lane request given the staffing restrictions at hand.  

 

Ober Park Playground Replacement Project 

Elaine: We are under contract with a contractor. We are closing the park August 16, because we have to do 

this ahead of the rain. I will put it out on social media, etc.. Maintenance is removing the wood chips and 

equipment. The contract must be completed end of November to meet the grant deadline. 

Doug: How long will it be closed for? 

Elaine: It must be completed within 90 days. It must be coordinated with the equipment installers. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjourn 
8:30 pm 

Abby: Motion to Adjourn. 
Doug: Second 
Pass 5-0 

Motion to 
adjourn; Pass 5-
0 

Minutes by: Elaine Ott-Rocheford 


